
“I’m Learning My Letter Sounds!” 

 

One of the first steps in learning to read is a solid base in enjoyable exposure 

to language.  Read with and to your child every day.  Don’t expect your 

child to read “to you” – enjoy the process “with” him/her.  If your child 

shows an interest in reading “by him/herself” , go with the moment.  If your 

child wants to hear you read stories “to” him/her, do that without question.  

If your child is memorizing favorite stories, keep in mind that this is the first 

step to reading.  Let your child guide you in your “teaching”.  Reading 

should never be a chore.  If it becomes that way, SEE ME!  The reading 

“fun” should never stop. 

 

If you want to help your child move toward independent reading, please note 

that becoming a successful reader requires: 1) Recognizing letters and 2) 

Knowing letter sounds.  You can help your child learn these things in fun 

and playful ways.  If your child does not recognize all of the letters of the 

alphabet (both big and small), then see me for some ideas about how to help 

your child in this area.  

 

It is also important that your child be able to attach sounds to letters.  

Following are some activities you can do with your child, whether you are at 

home or on the road. 

 

“I Spy”        -  Play the “I Spy” game with your child.  Say “I spy with  

                       my little  eye something that begins with the sound ___.”    

                       (For example, if the sound is “mmm” for “m”, then  

                       “mailbox,  man, mat and mirror”might be target words. 

 

Guessing     -  Say, “I am thinking of something that is yummy to eat, is  

Games            yellow and starts with a “buh” as in “b” sound.  (Banana) 

 

Books         -  Find a book with lots of pictures and look for pictures of  

                       objects that begin with a target sound. 

 

Magazines  –  Print a letter at the top of a blank page.  Have your child  

                       look through a magazine and cut out pictures that begin  

                     with that sound.  Then have your child glue the pictures  

                     to the paper. 

 



The objective here is to train your child’s ear to listen for sounds in the 

language.  Always remember that this is a difficult task and for many 

children it can take quite awhile to master.  Following is a list of letters, their 

sounds and some sample words to go with them.  A trick in making the letter 

sounds correctly is to say a word out loud that begins with the letter in 

question and think about what just that letter says in the context of the word. 

Please see me if you are unsure of a sound a letter makes and I can help you. 

 

“A” says “A” and “ah”          - acorn, aide, A-Jax/apple, axe, ant 

“B” says “buh”                    - baby, bat, boy 

“C” says “k” and “sss”       - cat, cookie, carrot/cereal, Cindy, cider 

“D” says “d”                      - dog, daddy, dinner 

“E” says “E” and “eh”           - each, eat, Easter/egg, elbow, elephant 

“F” says “ffff” (just breath)    - funny, fairy, fan 

“G” says “juh” and “guh”      - Gillian, giant, gel/go, garden, game 

“H” says “hhhh”  (just breath)   - hi, hat, hammer 

“I” says “I” and “ih”               - ice, ivory, idea/in, igloo, inside 

“J” says “juh”                        - joke, jelly, jump 

“K” says “k” (not a spoken“kuh”)  - kite, king, kitten 

“L” says “llll” (not a spoken “luh”)   - lamp, lid, lion 

“M” says “mmm”                   - man, mommy, monkey 

“N” says “nuh”                      - no, nest, nap 

“O” says “O” and “ohhh”       - open, oak, Oprah/ostrich, ox, on 

“P” says “pp” (with lips not spoken “puh”)   - puppy, pat, pumpkin 

“Q” (goes with “U” and says “qw”  - quarter, queen, quiet 

“R” says “ruh”                       - red, rabbit, rich 

“S” says “sssss”                    - sit, scissors, stop 

“T” says “tt” not spoken“tuh”   - top, tan, tiger 

“U” says “U” and “uh”           - use, unicorn, uniform/up, under, umbrella 

“V” says “vuh”                      - violin, violet, vaccum 

“W” says “wuh”                    - wax, wet, window 

“X” says “exsss”                   - x-ray, last sound in fox, box 

“Y” says “yuh”                      - yes, year, yoyo 

“Z” says “zzz”                       - zebra, zip, zoom 

 

Have fun!!!    Gayle Hernandez 


